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Introduction

 Grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conversion is an important 

component of both speech recognition and synthesis.

 SIGMORPHON 2020 Shared Task 1 involves G2P for 15 

languages, with the goal of converting written symbols to 

pronunciation symbols for words in any of the 15 languages.

 Our approach is inspired by earlier work on multilingual 

machine translation tasks; e.g., Johnson et al. (2017), Dong et 

al. (2015), Firat et al. (2016).

Contributions

 Develop a single model to perform G2P conversion on 

multiple languages.

 Combine several approaches to compensate for limited 

training data.

 Achieve best performance on Icelandic test data for Shared 

Task 1.

Shared Task Data

 Data provided by task organizers is extracted from Wiktionary.

 Languages: Adyghe (ady), Armenian (arm), Bulgarian (bul), 

Dutch (dut), French (fre), Georgian (geo), Modern Greek 

(gre), Hindi (hin), Hungarian (hun), Icelandic (ice), Japanese 

hiragana (jpn), Korean (kor), Lithuanian (lit), Romanian (rum), 

Vietnamese (vie).

 Per language: 4,050 gold labeled grapheme-phoneme pairs, 

split into a training set (3,600) and a development set (450). 

Blind test data consists of 450 sources.

 See sample pairs in Table 1.

Models

1. Fully Supervised Multilingual Model

 Transformer implemented using OpenNMT toolkit, with hyper-

parameters following those adopted by Vaswani et al. (2017).

 Trained on data from all 15 languages, with language code 

token prepended to each grapheme sequence source.

 At inference we use an ensemble consisting of 4 training 

checkpoints from each of the models generated by 3 different 

random seeds.

2. Self-Trained Multilingual Model

 Employ self-training approach in order to augment training 

data.

 1 million words from 12 of 15 languages sourced from 

Wikipedia articles, and duplicates removed. 

 35,418 words selected for self-training whose predicted 

targets have NLL > 0.2.

 Combine selected data with original data and re-train models 

using same hyper-parameters.

Results

 Average word error rates (WER) and phoneme error rates (PER) 

are lower than task baselines from provided monolingual models. 

 Test set results (published by organizers) in Table 2.

 Our self-trained model achieved the lowest WER for Icelandic, of 

all submitted models.

Conclusions & Future Work

 An ensemble of multilingual transformers demonstrates success 

on multilingual G2P conversion.

 Due to time constraints, only a portion of available Wikipedia data 

was used for self-training. We did not see the results we had 

hoped for, but our future work will involve scaling up this 

augmented training data.

Table 1: Sample pairs from training data
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Table 2: Blind test set results for best organizer-provided baseline models, as 

compare to our fully-supervised multilingual and self-trained multilingual models.
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